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Scaling Construction Cloud in an Enterprise
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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Discover strategies to cultivate “super users” and early adopters in your
organization.
Learn how to deploy best methods to scale adoption of new technologies.
Learn how to measure key insights about your user base to inform how you sacle
and deploy tools.
Collaborate on strategies to chart a course for growing technology in your
organization.

Description
Are you curious how a 96-year-old company innovates? Today, the amount of new technology
available can be overwhelming to organizations—from point solutions that solve one problem to
platforms that require strategy around deployment. Barton Malow faced many of those
challenges when overhauling software solutions. In this session, we will walk through the
journey that Barton Malow took to modernize and transform business development through
project operations. We'll lay out the techniques that the firm used to scale deployment of tools
like BIM 360 software, BuildingConnected, and Assemble software. We will also cover how to
cultivate a "super user" base to scale within an enterprise for success. In this class we’ll uncover
best practices deployed to transform enterprise tools, including capitalizing on Microsoft Teams
and learning management systems, and we’ll discuss metrics that are lighthouses informing
Barton Malow how to scale Construction Cloud.

Speaker(s)
Ted serves as one of Barton Malow’s Virtual Design &
Construction Managers. The VDC Team is critical to project success by establishing and
implementing efﬁciencies that exist throughout the lifecycle of a project. With more than 10
years experience in the AEC industry, Ted leads the team in utilizing technologies that promote
Barton Malow’s best practices during project start up, reality capture, mobile technology,
collaborative workﬂows, document control processes, as well as training and support.
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Super Users Tips and Tricks
Gamification
Build competition, or notoriety within the team by “gamifying” activities.

Consistent Meeting Cadence
Schedule monthly meetings that are consistently at same day, same time, and recorded.

Knowledge Share
Get teams to present, share ideas, show how they are using the products. Teams learn best by
learning how others are adapting.

Best Methods
Account Admin Roles
By leveraging Roles, you are bale to manage permissions and control content faster.

BIM 360 Issues
Define all UDFs, and Subtypes in a teamplate project. Keep the BIM 360 Standard for
Construction IQ.

Folder Structure
By leveraging Roles, you are automating onboarding. Standardize your folder structure to
minimize edge cases and exceptions.

Data & Insights
Download Power BI Templates
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